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HTC mobile phones are considered as high end calling gadgets that are launched in the market with
great zeal and enthusiasm. The new HTC mobile phone named HTC One X is a fabulous and
technically advanced gadget which has taken all the calls and demands of the callers quite
personally. The design of this gadget is extremely stunning and has captured the eye balls of
millions of buyers who appreciate having great mobiles in hand. The new HTC One X lets you share
more easily, credit of which goes to impressive array of connectivity options. It is also quite
supportive to multiple types of files and information along with simple connections to other devices.

HTC mobile phone features the most powerful processor to date along with great software that
matches its add-on expectations. This mobile phone helps the users to capture stunning full HD
videos or amazing photos using its high-end 8 megapixel camera which is accompanied by the
stabilization software. The camera is also bejewelled with a smart LED flash and many other high
quality features that made the users to get fabulous pictures without working hard for the same. As
soon as you capture an image, you can browse through the internet and post your picture on your
favourite social media website.

It supports the latest social networking integration such as Facebook with HTC Sense 4. this mobile
also runs on the latest version of the intuitive interface for the Android operating system which is
absolutely up to date and runs the version 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich. The callers can also use the
text, multimedia or instant messing features which let them stay connected to their friends, family
and near dear ones. HTC one x price in India is set quite nominal from other range of mobiles
featured in the list. The improved sound performance is yet another impressive attribute of this
mobile which has made it grab the easy access to built-in Music application. The mobile can also be
connected to microUSB connection and possess Bluetooth 4.0 with aptX ability that helps the
callers to share their favourite piece of pictures with their friends and family.

At the offered HTC one x price in India, the mobile functioning is absolutely fats and speedy which
set the buyers worry-free about the quality or speed either. It is because of the fast 1.5 gigahertz
quad core processor for both efficient sharing, and a great display on the 4.7 inch touchscreen
present on the device itself.
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